Archimate 3.1 certification
Conformance evidence summary
All elements
All relationships
Viewpoint: Organization
Viewpoint: Application Structure
Viewpoint: Information Structure
Viewpoint: Technology
Viewpoint: Layered
Viewpoint: Physical
Viewpoint: Product
Viewpoint: Application Usage
Viewpoint: Technology Usage
Viewpoint: Business Process Cooperation
Viewpoint: Application Cooperation
Viewpoint: Service Realization
Viewpoint: Implementation and Deployment
Viewpoint: Stakeholder
Viewpoint: Goal Realization
Viewpoint: Requirements Realization
Viewpoint: Motivation
Viewpoint: Strategy
Viewpoint: Capability Map
Viewpoint: Value Stream

Diagram showing the value stream process:
1. Acquire Insurance Product
2. Develop Products
3. Market and Sell Products
4. Manage Policies and Claims
5. Serve Customers

Notations:
- Customer
- Attractive Insurance Offering
Viewpoint: Outcome Realization
Viewpoint: Resource Map
Viewpoint: Project
Viewpoint: Migration
Viewpoint: Implementation and Migration
Linked views
Nesting

- When creating an element inside of another or when dropping an existing one, a popup allows to choose the relation type create.
- When dragging an element outside of its container, the relationship is displayed on the diagram.
Use of viewpoints (1/3)

- The viewpoint can be selected on the diagram, by default shows all concepts (« Total »)
Use of viewpoints (2/3)

- A tool preference allows to either « ghost » unauthorized concepts according to the selected viewpoint:
Use of viewpoints (3/3)

- Or simply hide them:
Customization (1/2)

- Various customizations are allowed, on the label or the figure itself
- An image library allow to use custom figures
Customization (2/2)

- Customized figures (alternate notation or image from a library), relationship colors:
Default Colors

- Default notations colors can be modified for all users:
Default Figures

- Default notations figures can be modified for all users as well:
Dynamic properties

- Any element can hold specific properties
Representation Index

- An index allows to navigate from an element to the representations where it is in use.
Other representations: Application Communication Diagram

- A representation synchronized with the model, showing communications between applications
Other representations: Node Impacts

- A representation synchronized with the model, showing applications tied to a given technology node
Element customization

- GDPR profil sample
  - Specific attributes on ArchiMate elements
Relationship customization
Archimate + BPMN + ...